Consider the multi-parameter controller/diagnostic module studied by Nett et al [2] as shown in Fig. 1 . Let z', , X' and w' correspond to diagnostic signal, sensor failure. actuator failure and set point change respectively. Fuirther, P and P refer to the plant and its model. Excluding the effect of noise, the miss threshold is defined as Jmiss = sup jljz'jf A,59 (
Motivation
Significant interactions exist between the operation of a control system and that of the diagnostic module in charge of the task of detecting failures of the actuators and sensors used in the control system. The main source of these interactions is the presence of model-plant mismatch. This mismatch can cause the performance of the control system to deteriorate and trigger false alarms by the detection system. On the other hand there is also the risk of loosening the threshold criteria for the detection system in order to avoid false alarms with the result of missing serious failure.
An attempt to quantify the problem of robust failure detection was made by Kosut and Walker [1] . However, little progress has been made since possibly because of the conservativeness of the failure detection criteria. Recently, Nett et al [2] proposed an integrated approach to designing control and failure detection systems. This approach holds great promise as-it allows to compensate for the effect of the control system actions on the signals that are monitored by the failue detection system for a multi-input, multi-output process. A significant drawback of this approach, however, seems to be the failure detection measure or threshold criteria for distinguishing the effect of model-plant mismatch ' To whom correspondence should be addressed.
and noise from that of a sensor/actuator failure. The measure used is a truncated 12-norm of the monitored signals (finite integral squared error) and a failure is detected only if its effect on the norm is larger than the maximum that can be possibly caused by model-plant mismatch and noise. This measure is inherently conservative in declaring a failure with the result that very serious failures can be missed.
Our approach to the problem of robust failure detection for control systems, is to explicitly take into account the effect of the control system in designing the detection system, in the lines of Nett et al [2] , but rather than us- 
FISE Criterion
Consider the multi-parameter controller/diagnostic module studied by Nett et al [2] as shown in Fig. 1 (
where A refers to model error. Let the mamum steady state error allowed in the product quality be 6% and the reference value of the output be yo = 1. The steady state fractional error caused by a sensor failure in the IMC control system for the operating region defined by m,,, is y5n Therefore, supercritical sensor failures that must be detected by the diagnostic module must subscribe to Tlh > tcr where #cr = 1 (6) Subcritical failures, the complements of the above are permitted to persist in the dynamical system under consideration. The parameters governing the system: 6, m,, 1 
FISE based diagnostics
Let S denote the subspace in R's to which the parameters determining the diagnostic failure signal belong.
fl,K, m, r,,,r# such that -2#cr < fl C 2tcr.
S= I -ICKC<1+1,
-Mi < m < +m. and O 0r# O.5T
Hence we limit the -.rnils used in the tests to those created by sensor faiLies >p to twice the magnitude of the critical limit and to setpoint changes or failures that have lasted at least for 50 Ic of the time window span. Further let pi-denote the probability that a signal with actual fault status index i be classified as possessing j. It must be understood that the fault status index of a subcritical failure is defined to be zero while the corresponding index for a supercritical failure is set at unity. Clearly poo and Plu refer to the probability of not raising the alarm for a subcritical failure and the probability of accurately predicting a supercritical failure. On the other hand, pol and plo refer to the probability of false alarms and misses respectively. The sum of the latter pair is the measure of diagnostic error. FISE diagnostics performed on 2048 samples, drawn randomly from the space of parameters S, are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Since the samples were drawn randomly, the total number of supercritical samples differ from the population of subcritical counterparts, although not significantly. Judging from Fig. 2 , it is clear that FISE does not give rise to any false alarms. However, it misses nearly 97 % of supercritical failures. [5] reported the first BPN based design of process fault detection system with creditable performance characteristics. Recentlv, Bhat and Mc Avoy [6] used the BPN in dynanic modeling and control of chemical process systems with much success. Furthermore, an accurate design of a biosensor based on the interpretation of fluorescense spectra is described in the work of Mc Avoy et al (7] .
BPN based diagnostics
The objective here is to design a BPN based detection system capable of detecting sensor failures that are significantly smaller than those detected by FISE by looking at a finite collection of Fourier coefficients of z' as can be seen in Fig. 3 . It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the governng equations of BPN and the various strategies of training and prediction. In essence, the unknown coefficients in the BPN based approximation of fault status, referred to as weights are altered in the direction along which the error function, the sum of square of the deviation between the prediction from the exact is minimized. The interested reader is referred to Rumelhart and McClelland [4] and Jacobs [8] .
Input-Output pair
While training the Neural Network, for a given diagnostic signal z'(t), the input is a scaled vector of cosine transforms given by [Tjl z The calibration data base is composed of continuous, random samples drawn from S while test data base is a fixed discrete set of 2048 samples, also drawn from S. The parameters governing the test set were simply the end points of seven equally spaced subdivisions of the (2-interval taken together with three equally spaced partitions of the intervals corresponding to the rest.
Initially, weights were randomized between -0.5 and +0.5, and the straight learning strategy [8] was implemented with a high learning rate. The learning process was periodically interrupted between 250 presentations of the calibration patterns, and diapostics were generated on the fixed test set.
Test as well as calibration diagnostics were monitored throughout the usage of the neuro-computer. Amplitude of fluctuations in the weight vector and diagnostic erors were found to decrease gradually with respect to the duration of training. After nearly 5,000 presentations of the calibration patterns, the training strategy was switched to momentum [81 to promote stability. For all practicl purposes, convergent solutions were obtained after nearly two hours of training and testing which involved roughly 50,000 presentations of the calibration patterns. The learning rate was reduced to 0.1 while the retention factor settled at 0.9.
Governing equations of BPN [4] Fig. 4 while the corresponding result for the test set is shown in Fig. 5 (8) where Uo is the reference value for U, taken to be unity. Let the-plant be described by az = -!+G(U) Equation (10) This observation supports the fact that the diagnostic signal of the 2nd order plant can be significantly larger than its linear counterpart, due to the fact that the uncertain linear model is not a good description of the nonlinearity during the transient. In order to reduce the false alarms associated with the non-linear plant, a hybrid calibration data base composed of subcritical signals from the plant and supercritical states from the model (linear reference system) was desired. Subcritical components were chosen from a collection of 512, random samples obtained by the methodology already described while the latter were generated by the neuro-computer as and when needed, in a manner analogous to the previous simulations of the linear plant. During training, each presentation of a random pattern from the linear data base was followed by a random entry from the non-linear data base, thus emulating on-line training. By adopting an overall strategy of training followed by periodic testing, analogous to the previous simulation studies, convergent weights along with consistent predictions were noted after roughly two hours, the essence of which is plotted in Fig. 8 . Simulations analogous to those of the 2nd order plant were carried out and the diagnostics after on-line training are plotted in Fig. 10 . Upon on-line training, probability of missing supercritical failures reduced from 0.1328 to 0.1250 while the probability of false alarm also decreased from 0.031 to 0.014.
Nearest Neighbor method
In order to rigorously validate the proposed pattern recognition approach to sensor failure detection, we need to consider classification algoritms that are not restricted by the integral formulation. The Nearest Neighbor classifier, a weH known statistical method employed by Gorman and Sejnowski [3] in sonar studies is considered here. In Table 1 
